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1 Release Information
NetModule Router Software:
Version: 4.4.0.101
Date: October 31, 2019
Supported Hardware:
NetModule Router Hardware Version
NB800 V2.0 - V2.2, V3.2 (Rev. B02)
NB1600 V1.0 - V3.3
NB1601 V1.0 - V1.3
NB1800 V2.4 - V2.6
NB1810 V2.4 - V2.6
NB2700 V1.0 - V2.7
NB2710 V1.0 - V2.7
NB2800 V1.0 - V1.4
NB3700 V2.0 - V4.4
NB3701 V1.0 - V1.4
NB3710 V2.0 - V4.3
NB3711 V1.0 - V1.4
NB3720 V2.0 - V4.3
NB3800 V1.0 - V1.4
Unsupported Hardware:
NetModule Router
NB1300 Series
NB2200 Series
NB2300 Series
NB2500 Series
NB2600 Series
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2 New Features
Case-# Description
41357 GUI improvementsRedundant settings for HTTP, HTTPS and telnet were removed. These services are now managed viaServices setup.
45995518245796159624

SDK improvementsBLE scanning and advertising can now be used from SDK scripts.New function usleep() provides sub second sleep intervals.New API function to nb_syslog_p() for logging to different log levels.
55368 GNSS dead-reckoningNew configuration options to store and load GNSS DR calibration data to the GNSS module for fasterDR learning and better DR data basis.
56066 SNMP service improvementsSystem temperature is now provided on SNMP poll.
57895 Added support for certificate chains for OpenVPN export mode configurationIt is possible now to install certificate chains for OpenVPN using the expert mode configurationprocess.
57900 Support for NB800 Rev. B02Software support for NB800 Rev. B02 with TOBY-L2xx modem.
58272 WLAN BSS load elementThe WLAN beacon will show the BSS load element now. The field is helpful for roaming clients toselect an AP.
58465 Netflow interface supervision for Ethernet and WWAN interfacesNetflowwas introduced for WLAN interfaces and is now available for other device types like Ethernetand WWAN as well.
58969 MQTT BrokerA MQTT Broker can now configured on Netmodule Routers providing MQTT service to the network.
59359 Key-parameter support for GRE tunnelsGRE tunnels now support the Key-parameter which is used to separate different GRE tunnels be-tween two end-points.
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3 Fixes
The following issues and problems have been fixed.
Case-# Description
56086 Watchdog on failing SDK script did not workA change in the watchdog API was not properly handled by the SDK scripting engine. Resulting inwatchdog to fail to restart the System on error. This was fixed.
56374 Problems on switch-over between WAN and WWANUnder rare conditions the switch over between WAN and WWAN did not work as expected.
56972 Ethernet performanceFixed low throughput problem on ethernet ports of NB3701 and NB3711.
57584 Time synchronization required after reboot on NB2700The system time was not recovered correctly from the internal RTC after soft-reboot, which madean additional time synchronization from an external source (NTP, GNSS) mandatory. This was fixed.
57659 Time synchronization with GNSS could failOn devices equipped with Sierra Wireless MC7455 the time synchronization with GNSS failed. Thiswas fixed in gpsd.
576755833958544586975869859424

GUI improvementsThe GUI failed to set some special characters like ’&’.If VLAN is configured on bridge devices the bridge interfaces showed up several times in the webGUI. This was fixed.Due to a mistake in the input sanity check it was not possible to change some user options withoutchanging the user’s password. This was fixed.For actions which require the actual password which is normally stored only as salted hash, it is stillrequired to provide the password, but this (new) password may be the same as the old one.Due to a failure in string escaping functionality some AT commands failed, which can be issued fromthe web interface for debug purpose. This was fixed.Fixed typo
57783 IPsec tunnels failed to startDue to timing issues on setups with several IPsec tunnels some of these sometimes failed to start.The start procedure was changed to prevent this failure.
58034 NB2710 failed to start up 2nd WWAN moduleThe 2nd WWAN module on NB2710 would not come up with recent NRSW releases. This was fixed.
58318 Old configuration files failed to applySome very old configuration files failed to apply with error message ’Unable to create backup’. Thiswas fixed.
58525 Bridge interface lost on software updateSoftware bridge interfaces (like BR1, BR2) might get lost on SW-Update and needed to be recon-figured after the update was finished. This was fixed and the bridge interfaces are preserved onsoftware update.
59020 Storage date of last "Factory Default Config" is not updated on consecutive storage eventsIf the function to store the current configuration as factory default is called several times, the times-tamp of the latest store event is not updated. This was fixed.
59053 SDK improvementsnb_dio_count failed to remove obsolete data resulting in wrong data. This was fixed.
59054 GNSS data show up delayedWe have seen GNSS data to be delayed by some seconds due to a failure in buffer handling. Thiswas fixed.
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Case-# Description
59383 4G-only WWAN connection failed to connectUnder certain conditions LTE modules failed to connect if 4G-only was selected even through LTEnetwork was available. That was fixed.
59399 Unstable WWAN connection with LTE-First settingWith LTE-First some LTE modules failed to establish connection under poor LTE conditions on soft-ware release 4.3.0.102. This was fixed.
59453 Connection tracking for FTP service missingOn software releases since 4.3.0.100 the connection tracking for FTP was not configured correctly.This was fixed.
59833 WLAN configurationThe WLAN configuration could break on software update to 4.4.0.100 and 4.3.0.103. This has beenfixed.
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4 ECC conversion
The flash on NB1600, NB2700, NB2710, NB3700, NB3710 and NB3720 provides an automated error correction usingECC. With release 4.1.0.100 we changed the ECC length from 1-bit ECC to 4-bit ECC which provides better error cor-rection. On first boot after the update was performed the data on the flash is automatically converted to use the newECC setup. While this conversion is performed the LEDs show a running light for about 30 seconds.If you switch back to an older software release like 4.0.0 the migration is reverted.We tested updates and down-grades to and from 4.0.0 and 3.8.0. Updates to or from older versions are not supported.If you run an older release or want to downgrade to an older release or a feature release like 3.8.2 you are advised tomigrate via 4.0.0 as an intermediate release.To revert the migration on downgrade the SPL boot loader release 4.1.0 stays in place. It can be downgraded in asecond sofware update process initiated from the target release after the first reboot.Software updates with recovery images require special attention. You must not use recovery images 4.0.0 andolder for systems running 4.1.0 and newer. If you want to use recovery images please contact our support atrouter@support.netmodule.com.
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5 OSS Notice
We inform you that NetModule products may contain in part open source software. We are distributing such opensource software to you under the terms of GNU General Public License (GPL)1, GNU Lesser General Public License(LGPL)2 or other open source licenses3.These licenses allow you to run, copy, distribute, study, change and improve any software covered by GPL, Lesser GPL,or other open source licenses without any restrictions from us or our end user license agreement on what you may dowith that software. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under open sourcelicenses is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express orimplied.To obtain the corresponding open source codes covered by these licenses, please contact our technical support atrouter@support.netmodule.com.

1GPLv2 license is available at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.txt2LGPL license is available at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.txt3OSI licenses (ISC License, MIT License, PHP License v3.0, zlib License) are available at http://opensource.org/licenses
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6 Change History
Version Date Name Reason
1.0 October 31, 2019 Moritz Rosenthal Final

Copyright © 1998 - 2019 NetModule AG; All rights reserved
This document contains proprietary information of NetModule AG. No part of the work described herein may bereproduced. Reverse engineering of the hardware or software is prohibited and is protected by patent law. Thismaterial or any portion of it may not be copied in any form or by any means, stored in a retrieval system, adoptedor transmitted in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photographic, graphic, optic or otherwise), ortranslated in any language or computer language without the prior written permission of NetModule AG.The information in this document is subject to change without notice. NetModule AG makes no representation orwarranties with respect to the contents herein and shall not be responsible for any loss or damage caused to the userby the direct or indirect use of this information. This document may contain information about third party productsor processes. This third party information is out of influence of NetModule AG therefore NetModule AG shall notbe responsible for the correctness or legitimacy of this information. If you find any problems in the documentation,please report them in writing by email to info@netmodule.com at NetModule AG.While due care has been taken to deliver accurate documentation, NetModule AG does not warrant that this documentis error-free."NetModule AG" and "NetModule Router" are trademarks and the NetModule logo is a service mark of NetModuleAG.All other products or company names mentioned herein are used for identification purposes only, and may be trade-marks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.The following description of software, hardware or process of NetModule AG or other third party provider may beincluded with your product and will be subject to the software, hardware or other license agreement.
NetModule AG is located at:
Maulbeerstrasse 10CH-3011 BernSwitzerland
info@netmodule.comTel +41 31 985 25 10Fax +41 31 985 25 11

For more information about NetModule AG visit the NetModule website at www.netmodule.com.
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